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The Object

My Statement My Key Words/Adjectives

My Key Words/Adjectives

For this project, I chose to collect keys for my collection. I find keys interesting 
as they are all built differently. The way each one is shaped different from 
the last, can create multiple patterns and textures. Not only are their ridges 
all different, but they also have various heads. Some will have a brand name 
on them, some blank with a textured feeling, while others can be plain and 
smooth. Some can be brand new and shiny, while others are beginning to rust. 
When you look at the tails of these keys, some are longer, or wider, than others. 
Each key opening and closing a different object. Many keys look the same from 
a far, but when you take a closer look and compare the tails, each one curves a 
little different than the last, with a flatter ridge, or a pointier end. The underlying 
theme of every key opening and closing a different thing, each serving their 
own purpose, intrigued me and drew me to these everyday accessories. I chose 
to use a method of documentation of free-handed line drawings with a mix of 
close up photographed shots of the keys. The outlines drawings highlight the 
different shapes and ridges of each key, while the close up shots can showcase 
the textural differences between all the different heads. These two methods 
work together to bring attention to the finer details that people don’t usually 
notice or appreciate when using their keys in their daily routines.   

I find that keys are all very different from one another, yet it’s not 
that noticed by people as they’re usually just used quickly on a 
daily basis to open and close something. 

Using bright colours to highlight these ordinary objects can bring a 
different light to them, to make them be more “seen”. 

I wanted to use a sans-serif font that will not distract from the finer 
details of the documentations (the drawings and photographs). 

The hand-drawn outlines highlight the difference in shapes and 
ridges, while the photograph can capture the texture of the key 
within the drawn outline. 

1. Smooth
2. Rustic
3. Flat
4. Pointy
5. Every-day



Methods of Documentation
I initially started with the method of documentation of rubbing drawings.



Methods of Documentation
I initially started with the method of documentation of rubbing drawings.
I changed my methods to line drawings and photogrpahy, as I felt that the 
line drawings bring more attention to the shape of the keys, and the photos 
brought more attention to the texture of them. 



Initial Drafts
(the ones not showed for critiqe, but just the very first attempts at starting the project)

Although i did not use these, I attempted to proceed 
with a layout similar to the yellow spread, which 
ultimately did not work out.

From these spreads, I did end up using a similar 
composition in my final catalogue of having a solid 
colour on one side of the spread (one page) while the 
other is white / an image. 



Week 8 Process
(the ones showed for critiqe)



Week 9 Process

Key Notes from Week 9 layouts: 

- more contrast in scale for certain images 
- contrasting colours are working (yellow on pink)
- open up inside margin more 
- bleeding image 
- horizontal white space was well composed 
- follow ONE eye path 

Overall, I needed to focus on my key words and try to deliver 
them acorss the catalogue in a more elaborate manner. 

(the ones showed for critiqe)



Week 10 Process
(the ones showed for critiqe)

Key Notes from Week 10  layouts: 

- don’t justify text ! 
- spacing will break if justified 
- “rustic” is coming from the textures
- more contrast in scale for some 
   images 
- the “dust” print works 
- monospace - rivers and rags 
- more negative space between i
   image and typography 
- in and out teeth text could resemble 
   the teeth on the keys (don’t justify) 
- keep the idea consistent 



Week 11 Process
(the ones showed for critiqe)



Week 11 Process
(the ones showed for critiqe)



Week 11 Process
(the ones showed for critiqe)



Week 11 Process
(the ones showed for critiqe)



Week 11 Process
(the ones showed for critiqe)

Key Notes from Week 11  layouts: 

- don’t use helvetica for title page 
- larger type with OCR A
- larger type contrast 
- adjust typography placement 
- bring photograph documentation back in 
   the spreads (consistency) 
- pick ONE way to document zoomed in 
   photographs (treat them all the same)
- compositionally strong, but typography 
   needs work
- incorporate comparison pages of ALL 
   the keys 
 - could try experimenting with all the 
    same colours or all different colours 
- pay attention to legibility of type
- tighter leading 
-  STICK TO OCR A (unique typeface for 
   context) 



Typographic Rationale
OCR A vs Helvetica

- OCR A has a more geometric look where 
   each letter is different, which 
   emphasizes the context of all keys being   
   different 
- Helvetica did not pair as well as it did not 
   have any major outstanding elements to 
   the typeface



Cover Progressions

First drafts Ended with a similar layout to this one, 
but with OCR A as the typeface choice.



Cover Progressions

subheading on the cover with no 
contrast in words, felt “bland”, not 
treated like a subhead

version 1

version 2

more contrast in certain words for 
emphasis - increased type size as well



Cover Progressions

Original version 
- helvetica 
- original subheading 

new subheading treatment
- OCR A Title 
- bottom flushed left text

new subheading treatment
- OCR A Title 
- middle flushed left text

new subheading treatment
- OCR A Title 
- top flushed left text directly under title



Opening/Closing Progressions

Different colour variations 



Additional Spread Progressions

- “902” outlined as well as the original 
   drawing, however, since it is already 
   zoomed in, there is already emphasis 
   on the detailed number, therefore the 
   outline of “902” is not neccessary

- progression of leaving out the “902”  
   outline for the final spread



Additional Spread Progressions

placement of text and images
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